
Descriptions For the Electronic Setup Schematic 

Equipment 
(A) - The CAEN N1470 Four channel programmable power supply. 
(B) - The LeCroy LRS Model 428F Linear FAN IN / FAN OUT system 
(C) - The ORTEC 935 Constant Fraction Discriminator Module
(D) - The LeCroy LRS Model 465 Triple 4 - Fold Coincidence Logic unit 
(E) - The CAEN N1145 Quad Scaler and Preset Counter Timer 
(F) - The Setup of the Scintillator/PMT stack
(G) - The channel display of the oscilloscope for the stack, 1024 Rohde and Schwartz. 

(i) - Each PMT is connected through a specific channel on the HV supply using the red coaxial HV 
cables 

(ii) - Using the shortest possible LEMO cable length *, the linear FAN IN / OUT was connected 
directly from each PMT. The output of FAN IN OUT for the Detector under test (DUT) is shown 
by the yellow line as CH1 on the oscilloscope. The ‘yellow’ signal represents the muons striking 
the DUT.

(iii) - The Delays used for the CFD modules were dependant on the rise times of the analogue 
pulses arising from the FAN IN/OUT system. For PMTs 17105 and 17107, the rise times 
roughly matched 5ns LEMO cables whereas the bottom PMT, 17109 had a rise time equivalent 
to a 2ns delay cable. These can be adjusted accordingly but the rise time of the resulting 
pulse should be averaged through a histogram set on the oscilloscope beforehand. 

(iv)  - It is essential to use the oscilloscope to check the signals coming from each module. 
The discriminator digitises the analogue pulse. Hence if the output of the CFDs is fed to the 
oscilloscope, negative square pulses should be seen. The threshold (T) was adjusted between 
20, 30 and 40mV. It is also important to note that the top and bottom detectors, the Trigger, is 
also sensitive to noise pulses as well as muon signatures. The thresholds for these two PMTs 
are therefore set at 55mV or high enough to prevent the counting of noise pulses, thus 
improving the efficiency. 

(v) - Two AND gates are simulated though the logic unit, one for all three scintillators and the other 
for just the Top and Bottom. Feeding the outputs of each gate into the quad counter gives us 
trigger and full event counts. 

(vi) - The efficiency can be calculated as (Full events / Triggers)
(vii) - The image of the Oscilloscope in the schematic is what should be achieved when trying to 

recreate this setup for efficiency measurements. A clear overlap between the signal pulses is 
visible, based of the delays used on the CFDs. 

Yellow - Output from FAN IN/ OUT for DUT
Green - Output from CFD for DUT
Orange & Blue - Output from CFD for the Trigger (Top and Bottom PMTs)

* For the connections, 16ns cables for used to connect each PMT directly to the input of the FAN 
IN. For the rest of the connections, the shortest possible length was considered for each 
connection. One must choose a length that is suitable in the sense that it doesn’t add too 
much cable clutter but also doesn't over stretch the cable ends. 


